The PlanBuilder functionality built into the TriZetto QicLink application incorporates a reusable benefit plan provision library that lets you build templates for frequently used combinations.

These templates provide consistency across plans and make it easier for less experienced personnel to build plans by applying proven design structures to load new contract parameters.

QicLink is part of the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software products that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and improve the member and patient experience.

PlanBuilder Benefits

- Streamline plan building processes using a graphical user interface (GUI)
- Utilize an easier, more intuitive plan building methodology
- Increase plan building productivity

The system’s PlanBuilder functionality is ideal for High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs) requiring set minimum deductibles and maximum out-of-pocket amounts. These and other complex parameters can be built once and copied into any plans to which they may apply.
Clients who also use the ClaimsRules Toolkit with its pre-built claim logic matrix will save additional time and effort by reducing data extract and re-loading requirements—enhancing that application’s value and efficiency.

Reach Your Objectives Faster
In addition to the TriZetto QicLink Enterprise system, we offer an extensive line of solutions and services that harness the power of digital to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of performance and efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations, and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities from Cognizant.

For more information about how the Cognizant line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency and improve cost and quality of care, call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.

Create templates quickly and easily:

- On the fly, while building a plan. If you think a newly sold plan has future potential, your plan builder can create a template while building the initial plan into the system.
- As an independent unit, to be applied when appropriate. This functionality is ideal for a situation where you’ve created a new plan to be offered to multiple employer groups in similar or slightly modified formats.
- Automatically, via a system utility that uses existing plan data to create the template. On a provision by provision basis, users run a “Build Templates” utility that reads every record for every provision (such as deductible) for every existing plan - creating one template for each unique set of criteria it finds. The system then assembles a templates library that can be accessed when building plans going forward – giving users a ‘jump start’ on the plan building process.

An intuitive, GUI-based design delivers plan access via a single, tabbed view—eliminating the need to branch between programs. Plan data includes core QicLink application data, as well as dental, disability, PPO and HRA data. English descriptions built into the selectable data values further enhance the program’s user-friendliness.
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Cognizant (NASDAQ-100: CTSH) is one of the world’s leading professional services companies, transforming clients’ business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Cognizant's line of TriZetto Healthcare Products is a portfolio of software solutions that help healthcare organizations enhance revenue growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and improve the member and patient experience. Headquartered in the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 230 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admired companies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.
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